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COMIC BOOKS
DEFINITION

• the rock ʼn roll of literature
• a magazine devoted to comic 

strips
• a magazine consisting of 

narrative cartoon drawings 



COMIC BOOKS
DEFINITION

A sequence of drawings, not necessarily 
intended to be funny, recording a story or set 
of situations usually about some central 
character.
Comic strips may have no printed words, may 
have dialogue issuing from charactersʼ
mouths in balloons, or may have short 
captions.

(Websterʼs Encyclopedic Dictionary)



COMIC BOOKS
DEFINITION

most often a 5 5/8-by-10 3/16-
inch stapled magazine that 
consist of thirty-two pages plus 
cover and contains sequential 
panels of four-color art and 
written dialogue that tell an 
original story for entertainment 
purposes
(Shirrel Rhodes)



COMICS

Sequential art
the arrangement of pictures 
or images and words to 
narrate a story or dramatize 
an idea

Will Eisner, Comics and Sequential Art



COMICS

Juxtaposed pictorial and other 
images in deliberate 
sequence, intended to convey 
information and/or to produce 
an aesthetic response in the 
viewer

Scott McCloud



COMIC BOOKS
CHARACTERICSTICS

The most important:
• employment of both words 
and pictures, but…
• texts organized into 
sequential units, 
graphically separated from 
each other 



FRAME/PANEL

• composed of rectangular 
frames called panels
• panels = single instants of 
action or ‘stills’
• compared to photographs



EXTREME LONG SHOT

shows the entire action place



LONG SHOT

entire object or human figure (intended to place 
it in some relation to its surroundings)



MIDDLE SHOT

a shot of the person from the knees up or the 
waist



MEDIUM CLOSE UP

usually cover the subject’s head and shoulders



CLOSE UP

a certain feature, such as 
someone’s head, takes up 
the whole frame 



EXTREME CLOSE UP

the shot is so tight that only a fraction of 
the focus of attention can be seen 



CLOSURE

• the phenomenon of observing 
the parts but perceiving the 
whole
• our experience helps us to 
complete the missing parts
• icons used to represent reality 
can trigger a closure



CLOSURE

• closure allows us to connect 
information presented in a separate 
panels
• closure in comics is different from 
closure in other medias



PANEL-TO-PANEL
TRANSITIONS (1)
Moment-to-Moment



PANEL-TO-PANEL
TRANSITIONS (2)

Action-to-Action (featuring a single subject)



PANEL-TO-PANEL
TRANSITIONS (3)

Subject-to-Subject (staying within scene or idea)



PANEL-TO-PANEL
TRANSITIONS (4)

Scene-to-Scene (transports us across significant 
distances of space and time)



PANEL-TO-PANEL
TRANSITIONS (5)

Aspect-to-Aspect (bypasses time for the most part and sets a 
wandering eye on different aspects of a place, idea or mood)



PANEL-TO-PANEL
TRANSITIONS (6)
Non-Sequitur (offers no logical

relationship between panels)



PANEL-TO-PANEL
TRANSITIONS

• American mainstream comics – transitions 
of the second type

• experimental kind of comic books –
transition of the fourth, fifth or even sixth 
type



COMICS IN THE WEST
COMICS IN THE EAST

•Western comics = more focused on action 
• Japanese comics = also trying to create 
specific mood using the fifth type of panel-to-
panel transitions

• different cultural tradition = different styles of 
storytelling



TIME



TIMING



FRAMES
PRESENT



FRAMES
PAST



FRAMES
EMOTIONS



FRAMES
EMOTIONS



SPEECH (1)



SPEECH (2)



NARRATIVE
GOLDEN AND SILVER AGE



NARRATIVE
MODERN AND POSTMODERN COMICS



NARRATIVE
POSTMODERN COMICS



SOUNDS



SMELL



GRAPHIC NOVEL
DEFINITION

• coined by Will Eisner
•multiple meanings
• collected edition of comic book 
issues
• sophisticated comic books
• separate comic book published 
as a stand-alone narrative



GRAPHIC NOVEL
DEFINITION

•Duncan & Smith: the long-
form of a mode of 
communication called comics
• comics = language
• longer texts, usually published 
as a whole



GRAPHIC NOVEL
DEFINITION

• previously serialized story
• authors influence over the 
story (not a corporate 
publishing)
• high aesthetical value


